
Writing Job
Ads
Writing your ad
 

Look, I want to say that if someone is searching for a job they'll be

proactive & keen and reading every job ad in it's entirety.

 

NOPE

 

Most humans are inherently lazy, if your content doesn't grab their

attention straight away they'll navigate away, make it too hard to

consume, they'll hit that back browser quicker than you can say "no

wait we're a great company"

 

There's a term known as "above the fold". In the print media the top

stories are given prime position above the fold, second best is below

the fold. When a newspaper is folded over in the newspaper stand

the publisher needs the content to grab a potential readers attention

to make the sale.

 

Your seek & social media advertising templates need to reflect this

thinking, why?     Well, because 45% of job seekers search on a

mobile device, and you don't want to waste the most valuable real

estate of your ad talking about everything else but the position on

offer.

 

Structuring your ad
 

Attracting top quality candidates can be hard work generally,

nevermind competing against FIFO, city-centric lifestyle desires and

against big corporations - particularly against mining companies a

mining town.

 

The best way to hook someone in is to create an emotional

connection with them.

 

Paint a picture of the role using emotive language, now is not the

time for 5 word sentenances in bullet points.

 

Then paint a picture of your ideal employee - this is where knowing

your company values comes in.

 

Now's the time to sell your employee benefits, company & region

(we can assist you with this via our Working for Us guides)
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Content is easier to absorb when kept to a few sentences at a time - try to avoid big chunky paragraphs

Don't list every single task or each and every criteria on your "Essential Skills" checklist. Just the most

pertinent

Don't specify "must have XX years experience." I've met some pretty talented candidates with only a couple

of years experience and some pretty useless ones with a decade of experience

Don't get too caught up on the nitty gritty's of the job, especially if it's a common vocation. There are

exceptions to this rule though; if the job requires a very specific skill set or it's not negotiable that they

possess particular experience. IE: Hydraulics experience with previous experience working on Sandvik

TH663 drills a must, or, experience mobilising employees to site is a core duty of this position, therefore

advanced knowledge of InFlight systems are required.

Avoid company jargon, you might know what the WENUS report is but candidates won't

52% of candidates seek out salary information, always ensure your salary / hourly rate range is visable on

the ad. This will attract those that initially disregard the position thinking it won't pay enough, and weed out

candidates who's expectations are far higher than your budget

Know who your target demographic is and advertise where they hang out - for example if you are more

likely to attract an age group < 35 years old (50% of the workforce) don't even waste your money on

newspaper advertising - just stick to online

Improve your Employee Value Proposition with employee benefits to stand out from the competition

Save employees a significant amount of money through salary packaging and everyday discounts at a host of

local business

Show appreciation to staff and help them extend their disposable income without a big organisational

expense.

Pro Tips
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This information has been taken from our Client Guide - Employee Benefit Program. 
 

Our Employee Benefit Program is FREE to all clients and can;
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